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design for aging @ CJMW Architecture
Who we are:
Our firm, CJMW Architecture, is an award winning provider of innovative senior living design
for over 40 years. A 50+ person professional practice with offices in North Carolina and Virginia, CJMW
Architecture is a client-focused architecture and interior design firm. CJMW Architecture projects have
included Life Plan Communities, independent living, nursing care, assisted living units, and special care
units for Alzheimer’s care. We have provided services for many types of communities – for-profit and notfor-profit, moderately priced to high-end, church affiliated and non-church affiliated. Much of our business
comes from repeat clients.

How we work:
CJMW Architecture’s senior living design approach is based on resident focused, value-based, projectspecific design. Every project we design is a unique response to a client’s program, site, budget and other
unique circumstances. We partner with our clients in a relationship characterized by mutual vision, trust
and good communication – with the ultimate aim of achieving client goals. Our deep experience in senior
living design paired with significant hospitality and healthcare design expertise leads to exceptional
spaces that not only engage residents but that are operationally smart.
Whether we are designing affordable rental projects or high-end Life Plan Communities, we focus on
meeting client goals in intelligent, efficient and ingenious ways. Most importantly, whether we are designing
an independent living apartment or cottage, an assisted living unit or a nursing home, we know that we
are really designing a personal residence. Over our many years of experience in this field, we have learned
to incorporate architectural forms, materials, colors and details that fulfill functional requirements while
making residents feel at home.

we are: purposeful, innovative,
focused on results

interior design
Interior Design is an integral part of CJMW Architecture. Working both independently and in conjunction
with the experienced in-house architectural staff at CJMW, our Interior Design group offers a full spectrum
of turnkey interior architectural services ranging from space planning, interior architectural detailing,
millwork, and programming to materials selection and furniture specifications. This depth of service
differentiates CJMW’s Interior Design Studio from others in the field and offers clients a streamlined design
and project management process.
The award winning, 12-person Interior Design team includes NCIDQ certified designers as well as
LEED Accredited Professionals. Together, the team collectively has 120 years of interior design experience,
with four senior designers who lead and fully participate in every project.
The CJMW Interior Design team has in-depth expertise designing for senior environments (projects at 18
different communities) and a rich understanding and depth of experience designing high-end hospitality and
boutique hotel design and branding (for 20+ different clients/venues, including 4-star properties). This range
lends itself to a cross-pollination of ideas, trends and innovations that our clients say is invaluable.

Highly-customized design is standard. CJMW’s interior designers focus on creating holistic and
integrated environments, uniting functional and operational efficiencies with the experience of those who
will use the space, whether customer, visitor, client, resident, or staff. We approach each design grounded in
our experience and knowledge of market trends and conditions, but actively looking for the unique qualities
and culture of each client in order to bring that essence to the design.
The process was terrific all the way through. They really listened and gave us exactly
what we asked for – some integration and consistency with our existing buildings, but
with a ‘look ahead’ that we can build on in the future. We love the design and the colors;
everything has been very well received. We would definitely use them again!
Paul Gregg / Executive Director, Glenaire
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Glenaire

hospitality design + life plan communities
It’s more than just an aesthetic.

As generations shift, new strategies are needed that can help Life Plan Communities evolve, balancing the
expectations of prospective residents with the often opposing expectations of the current population and
helping to counter competitive pressures.
Both research and anecdotal evidence show that new and emerging prospective residents are better
educated about both the product and their expectations, and they are more demanding and discriminating.
In other words, they are driven more by want rather than by need. This new population is looking for
fully-engaged, multi-dimensional living experiences.
In response, many Life Plan Communities are finding a need to shift as well – culturally, operationally, and
aesthetically – in order to address customer satisfaction in a different way.
Because it is based on successfully addressing customer satisfaction – everything is focused on getting a
good guest review – the hospitality industry has developed strategies to enhance the guest experience and
to stay consistently attractive to their target market.
CJMW’s interior design group integrates learnings from our hospitality practice – strategies for the most
efficient and effective use of funds, operational concepts and trends, and exceptional experience in creating
upscale boutique environments – with our experience in and deep knowledge of design for senior living
environments,.

highly attuned design,
cost-effective strategies

Glenaire

master planning & repositioning
A Master Plan is like a road map; it provides direction, guidance, and a basis for decision making.
Over the years, CJMW Architecture has worked with numerous clients and Life Plan Communities to develop
master plans for everything from planning new communities, to repositioning through expansion and
renovation, to planning for future development and growth.
Like our project designs, because every community is different, CJMW’s Master Planning Process is
always tailored to specific needs. With almost 50 master plans completed, we understand how to help
communities get the plan that works best for them. Often working in concert with marketing and financial
specialist partners, CJMW helps communities develop plans and strategies that reinforce and enhance the
community’s specific identity.
Over many years of master planning for existing senior living communities, we have developed techniques
for efficient modeling of realistic future development scenarios, and we have promoted planning processes
that take into account financial and market feasibility in the earliest stages of planning. Good recent
examples include our master planning efforts for Galloway Ridge, Penick Village, Glenaire, The Forest at
Duke, Salemtowne, and Immanuel Lutheran as well as ongoing work for other regional clients.
Often, implementation of the master plan involves renovations and additions to existing facilities. For
example, we have converted older “cafeteria” style dining areas into attractive spaces offering multiple
dining choices; we have converted “institutional” health care facilities into de-centralized “household”
plans with a residential character. These renovations have been accomplished while maintaining existing
operations and protecting the safety and comfort of residents.

health care
CJMW has a thirty-year history of innovative design for nursing and assisted living. In renovation
projects and in new construction, we have been pioneers in designing buildings that help advance new
models of care. Notable examples include:
•

The award-winning Cuthbertson Village Town Center renovation that brings a realistic but dignified 		
environment for memory care residents.

•

Existing 69-bed, institutional model Healthcare Center at St. Joseph of the Pines transformed to the 		
household model through the creative and cost-effective addition of 6,000 square feet of space at the
front of the building.

•

A new 116-bed nursing, assisted living and special care center at The Cascades Verdae, a retirement 		
community in Greenville, SC, all arranged in home-like neighborhood clusters.

•

The Garden Cottage at Penick Village in Southern Pines, NC, the first “Green House” style assisted living
unit approved by NC DHSR and the first assisted living building in North Carolina targeted for certification
under the new LEED for Homes sustainable design standard.

•

An award winning expansion and renovation of the health center at The Forest at Duke Retirement 		
Community, to create six neighborhoods centered around a “Main Street” common area.

Most recently, we have been working with Aldersgate and Salemtowne on large (120 bed+) new health
care centers that combine multiple households with extensive common facilities. Both of these projects
include households designed for flexibility in case health care populations change in the future, and both
include, in addition to long-term care and memory care, spa-like short term rehab facilities that not
only meet a need in the community, but provide another “front door” for entry into the Community. You can
read more about these projects in the following pages.

[the new health care]

salemtowne expansion
Home to over 300 residents, most of the Salemtowne’s facilities were built 20 or more years ago; many were not
readily adaptable to the expectations and needs of current and future residents. The community began working
with CJMW Architecture in 2013, developing a 20-year master plan that responds to a growing and changing
marketplace. CJMW is now providing architectural and interior design services to implement the plan in multiple
phases.
Recently completed, the new Babcock Health Care Center houses up to 120 residents, including memory care
residents in a household model. Designed to maximize daylighting to the interior, each household opens to its
own secure courtyard where residents can safely enjoy the outdoors. A spa-like rehabilitation therapy area
provides services to non-residents in partnership with local health care providers. In addition to the new Health
Center, CJMW is designing two villa apartment buildings as well as the conversion of the existing Phillips Health
Care Center for Assisted Living residents.
Babcock Health Care Center
Design for Aging Review, 14th Edition (Published Project)
DESIGN/Environments for Aging 2015 (Project in Progress)

aldersgate health care expansion
As part of the firm’s work with Aldersgate Retirement Community, CJMW provided master planning,
architectural and interior design for the Asbury Health and Rehabilitation Center, a 125-bed skilled
nursing facility. Replacing Aldersgate’s existing institutional model, the new facility is comprised of five
households with 20 beds and one household with 25 beds.
All resident rooms are private and equipped with euro-showers. Drawing from the team’s hospitality
experience, the rooms are designed in a palette of soft neutrals brightened with accent colors. Comfortable
seating provides a place for residents or guests. Residents of each household enjoy community space that
includes a dedicated dining area, great room, sun room and den. Staff and operational support for each
household includes a warming kitchen and pantries, administration offices, medical support rooms and
laundry.
The interior design takes inspiration from Aldersgate’s setting–an almost rural campus within an urban
community. Three distinct palettes, each of which is rustic in tone, are differentiated by color, fixtures and
furnishings. In the great rooms, vaulted ceilings with wood accents highlight large transom windows that
bring in abundant natural daylight with minimal glare.
In addition to the new Health and Rehabilitation Center, CJMW recently completed a 16-bed memory
care addition to the existing Cuthbertson Village, as well as for a renovation of Cuthbertson Village
Town Center, the centrally-located commons area for the community’s memory care residents.

Cuthbertson Village Town Center
Design for Aging Review, 14th Edition (Published Project)
DESIGN/Environments for Aging 2017
DESIGN/Environments for Aging 2015 (Project in Progress)
Environments for Aging Renovation/Remodel Competition 2016 Reader’s Choice Award

Memory Care Addition
Health Care Center

Memory Care Addition

Health Care Center

glenaire villas
After working with Glenaire to develop a master plan that studied ways to address the community’s
changing needs within a constrained site, CJMW provided architectural and interior design services for
multiple projects as part of the plan implementation. In addition to transforming the community’s existing
institutional model skilled nursing home into state-of-the-art households, CJMW designed villa apartments,
an independent living model blending the best of cottage and apartment living.
The 12 apartments range in size from 1,363 to 2,088 square feet. Graciously-sized, light-flooded units are
private, while additional shared living areas allow community interaction. Interior commons spaces are
a blend of elegant neutrals with transitional furnishings and fixtures. Sheltered parking below provides
comfortable access to the units.

the forest at duke commons
Begun under a previous administration, the project initially was designed to improve common amenities in
a way that also would express in physical form the Forest at Duke’s identity as a vibrant, active place where
intellectual life is important. New leadership continued this focus, additionally implementing an operational
transition towards a hospitality model to give residents a more custom, individualized experience.
The primary challenge was to completely transform and modernize the existing commons areas – club,
lounge, dining, café, library – to support the original goals as well as the operational transition, and to attract
new residents. With a population coming largely from retirees from nearby universities and nationallyknown health care centers, expectations for both service and environment are high.
A small expansion straightened the angled façade and provided needed square footage for a reconfiguration
and relocation of key spaces – library, living room, bar/lounge, and billiards room – to flank the new entry.
Functional areas are merged, encouraging communal gathering and use throughout the day and evening.
Significant study led to a reimagined dining facility with multiple service options and completely transformed
kitchen and dining spaces.
In response to the owner’s goals, the design supports social interaction, delivering a sense of comfort and
belonging but with a fresh, forward-looking edge. Bringing sources and strategies from their hospitality
experience, the team worked with the client to develop a tiered budget for materials and furnishings,
facilitating future refreshes that will help the community stay fresh and current.

The Forest at Duke Commons Area
Environments for Aging Renovation/Remodel Competition 2017 Finalist
DESIGN/Environments for Aging 2017
IIDA Healthcare Interior Design Winner 2016

Salemtowne Master Plan

well•spring resident activity center
Well-Spring, a single-site Life Plan Community, started out like many communities 25 years ago with
relatively modest common areas. Well•Spring has experienced significant growth in its independent living
population in recent years and felt it was time to for a major upgrade of community amenities.
An extraordinary component of this expansion is a 338-seat auditorium designed specifically for seniors.
Instead of the typical flat-floor multipurpose room, Well•Spring wanted a space where all members of the
audience are able to see and hear as well as possible, and with the ambience of a high-quality performing
arts venue. The theater can accommodate up to 50 wheelchairs. Acoustics and systems were
specially designed to suit this population and its needs.
Another key part of the project is a re-envisioning of the community’s dining services. Where before
there was one traditional dining room with wait service, Well•Spring will now add a bistro with an open
kitchen and a market-stall service approach for casual dining. The bar will be relocated and expanded to
bring people out of their rooms and into a more sociable environment.
Well•Spring Resident Activity Center
Design for Aging Review, 14th Edition (Published Project)
DESIGN/Environments for Aging 2017 (Project in Progress)

an integrated team
CJMW Architecture’s Senior Living studio includes architects and interior designers - all experienced in
working together to design a wide spectrum of environments for seniors. Team members understand
the dynamics of working with seniors on an existing campus, satisfying the concerns of residents and
staff, guiding projects through planning and zoning approvals, coordinating with financial and marketing
professionals, and satisfying rigorous regulatory requirements.
CJMW Architecture’s Senior Living Architectural team is led by firm principals Alan Moore, AIA, Peter
Epermanis, AIA, and Drew Kepley, AIA, LEED AP who together bring a collective 90 years of experience in
senior living design. The Interior Design team is led by Beth Faircloth and Kathleen Warner, IIDA, LEED AP,
who together bring almost 40 years of relevant experience.

recent awards
DESIGN/ Environments for Aging

Design for Aging Review

The Forest at Duke Commons Area		
2017
Well•Spring Resident Activity Center		
2017
Aldersgate Town Center 		
2015, 2017
Salemtowne Babcock Health Care Center
2015
St. Joseph of the Pines 			
2013
Penick Village Garden Cottage
2010, 2011
The Cascades Verdae 				
2010

Aldersgate Cutherbertson Village Town Center 2017
Salemtowne Babcock Health Care Center
2017
Well•Spring Resident Activity Center
2017
Penick Village Garden Cottage
2009, 2011
The Forest at Duke, AL
2002, 2005

Danberry at Inverness (Citation of Merit)
The Cedars of Chapel Hill (unbuilt)		

2010
2006

IIDA Healthcare Interior Design
The Forest at Duke Commons 		2016

Environments for Aging Renovation/Remodel
The Forest at Duke Commons Area
Aldersgate Town Center (Readers Choice)
St. Joseph of the Pines

2017
2016
2013

National Association of Home Builders
Danberry at Inverness
The Cedars of Chapel Hill

2009
2006

Almost 90% of CJMW’s
senior living clients
return to us for their next project.

We’d love to add you to the list.

The individual talent and creative genius of the staff within the CJMW
Architecture organization provides real added value to our mission. ...it is truly a
refreshing experience to work with CJMW Architecture in the development
and creative process, to leave egos at the door, to envision what the best built
environment can be for future residents, to execute our vision, and at the
same time understand the actuality of costs, time and market realities.
J. Randolph Dabney, AIA
about Danberry at Inverness

